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Sections of commercial cemented carbide metal

cutting tools, both straight WC-Co and multi-carbide-Co,

were tested at high temperature, in vacuo, in uniaxial
compression.  For stresses up to 50 Kg/mm2 and temperatures

below approximately 1050°C the materials were found to

show elastic response. In the temperature range of 1050

to 1200°C, irreversible deformation was observed at stress

lerels below 50 Kg/mm2.  The temperature for the onset

of this deformation was found to depend upon composition,

increasing with increasing amounts of cubic carbide and
decreasing cobalt content. After a certain amount of

irreversible deformation, the amount being dependent on

c o m p o s  i  t i  o n      a n d t e m p e r a t u r e,      t h e     m a t e r i  a l  s      a g a i  n s
h o w e d  (B Q  9   .,               WAl

a linear relationship between stress and strain. The dqUA,  - w

amount of irreversible deformation was found to decrease

with increasing cubic carbide additions, decreasing cobalt

I content and decreasing temperature. The return of the

samples to a linear stress-strain relationship is inter-

preted as the cessation of "plastic" deformation and the

reappearance of elastic response. A model based on densi-

fication by grain boundary sliding with accompanying plastic

(11
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deformation in the binder phase and some deformation of

carbide grains at points of contact is presented to explain

the observations.  S.E.M. studies of carbide grain shapes

indicate that gross plastic deformation of the individual

grains did not occur at th·e. stress levels and temperatures

studied (up to 1200°C) despite the macroscopic changes i-n
shape and dimensions of the samples.
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I.  INTRODUCTION

Cemented carbide cutting tools consist of hard

transition metal carbides in combination with a softer metal

binder phase. This composite combines hardness, strength,

toughness and other properties that make these tools superior

to most other cutting tools in many applications. This is

especially true in high-speed machining of metals,  These
I /

materials are also used for rock and coal drilling equipment

and other applications where wear resistance is necessary.

Cemented carbide metal cutting tools exist in two

' principal forms. Straight tungsten carbide-binder tools

used to machine brittle metals such as cast iron, and multi-

carbide-binder tools, a combination of tungsten carbide,

titanium carbide'with possible additions of tantalum and

niobium carbide, used to machine more ductile metals such

as steel. In most instances cobalt is used as the binder

constituent although some compositions use nickel ahd molyb-

denum. These tools have been used extensively in metal

machining for many·years.  Although this in itself supports

an important industry, a major cost to the metals fabrica-

tion industry is the shut down time required to replace

worn cutting tools, Thus the wear rate of a cutting tool

is of, great economic importance. The degree of wear also
\

determines the tolerances and surface finish which can be

obtained ona machined part.
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There has recently been an increased interest in.

the study of wear in cemented carbide metal cutting tools.

The following factors, amongst others, have been looked

upon as being impottant in contributing to tool wear.

1.  Mechanical wear of the cutting tool.

2,  Oxidation of the transition metal carbide

components by atmospheric oxygen since the

temperature on the tool face produced by

frictional heating may approach 1100'C.

3.  Welding of the chip to the cemented carbide

tool which in turn produces spalling of the

tool.

4.  Diffusion between the cemented carbide

cutting tool and the machined chip changing

the structure and chemical composition of

the tool and possibly its strength.

5,  Mechanical stresses of such magnitude that

the strength of the cutting tool is exceeded

and fracture occurs.

6.  Plastic deformation of the cutting edge

produced by a combination of frictional
1

heating and cutting forces,

During the past decade substantial gains have been

realized in measuring and interpreting many of the basic

scientific properties of the transition metal carbides.
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Brittle to ductile behavior in TiC with increasing tempera-

ture has been observed. Dislocations have been observed in

WC and WC-Co composites and the slip system in WC has been

determined. In the cubic transition metal carbides the micro-

hardness has been observed to change with a change in the

carbon to metal ratio and the Slip system has been observed

- to change at high temperatures. As shown by some of the

above examples, temperature is an important parameter when

discussing the properties, especially mechanical properties,

of the transition metal carbides. In particular, the plastic

yield strength falls rapidly with increasing temperature.

In view of this fact and the before mentioned

fact concerning plastic deformation of the cutting edge

of a cutting tool at machining temperatures, point six

above, an investigation was initiated to determine the effect    /

of temperature on the yield point of cemented carbide

cutting tools. It was hoped that the information obtained,

coupled with what is already known about the individual

carbide constituents of the tool, would give some insight

into one of the possible factors contributing to tool wear.

*
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11. REVIEW

2.1 Crystal Structures of the Transition Metal Carbides

The transition metal carbides most generally

used in cemented carbide cutting tools are formed from

most transition metals of columns IVB and VB of.the periodic

table and tungsten from column VIB.  The columns IVB and VB

carbides are grouped together since, within certain composi-

tion limits, they form the same stable crystal structure.

Tungsten carbide forms an entirely different, more complex,

stable crys,tal structure.

When reacted with carbon, the transition metals

of columns IVB and VB tend to form monocarbides with a

NaCl type crystal structure exhibiting a wide range of

homogeneity.  The compound is often written as MeCx' where

Me represents the transition metal, C represents carbon and

x represents the carbon-to-metal,ratio. In the monocarbides

of these columns x ranges from approximately 0.5 to 0.97.

Thus, these monocarbides are carbon deficient and contain

several percent carbon vacancies,

Although the crystal structures of the columns

IVB and VB transition metal carbides are isomorphic with

NaCl, the two atomic species, in contrast to the ionic,

rock-salt solids, are quite different in size. The carbon

atoms are approximately one half the size of the transition
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metal atoms. Therefore, the carbon atoms can be thought of

as occupying octahedral interstitial sites in the metal

lattice. It must be remembered, however, that these inter-

stitial carbon atoms occupy real lattice sites in the solid.

They are not interstitial atoms as in the case of an inter-

stitial carbon atom in a monatomic solid. The structure

is most clearly represented by two interpenetrating face-

centered cubic lattices,  One whose sites are completely

occupied by metal atoms and one whose sites are partially

occupied by carbon atoms. Vacancies in the structure are

contained on the carbon sublattice, unlike some oxides,

e.g. TiO, where vacancies occur on both sublattices.

The phase equilibrium diagrams of the transition

metal carbides are shown in Figure 1. The column IVB

carbides (TiC, ZrC and HfC) are characterized by the fact

that they form only one carbide phase. This is a congruently

melting monocarbide with a wide range of homogeneity,  A

slightly more complicated case exists for the column VB            -

carbides (VC, NbC and TaC).  These carbides exhibit two

carbide phases, Me2C and MeC, all of which show congruent

melting.

Although these phase diagrams are accepted as
\

being generally correct, considerable debate still exists

as to the accuracy of the various phase field boundaries

in the diagrams.  However, the following points have been

established:

1,  The most stable phase is the one formed at,
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or slightly below the composition MeC

2. Any,other phase will form near the composition

Me2C and be in the form of a close-packed hexa-

gonal structure

3,  Both phases can exist over a considerable

homogeneity range, but that of the monocarbide

2.3.4,5,6is usually the most extensive '

The crystal structure of the most stable form of

tungsten carbide, a-WC, has been described in the literature

in three distinct but equivalent ways:

1.' "It consists of two interpenetrating simple            

hexagonal lattices of carbon and tungsten, which,

when considered as a unit, form a close-packed

hexagonal structure with a C/a ratio of 0.97."
7

2.  "The crystal structure is simple hexagonal with
0                                 0

a = 2.900 A and C = 2.831 A. The carbon atoms

are located either all at 1/3, 2/3, 1/2 or all

at 2/3, 1/3, 1/2 void positions in a simple

hexagonal lattice of tungsten atoms,  Each carbon

atom has six tungsten neighbors at the corners

of a trigonal prism with strong directional

bonding occurring between the tungsten and

, carbon atoms. The directions of closest packing

of the tungsten atoms are the <0001> and <1120>

directions, The basal planes have the highest
„8

-                     atom density of tungsten atoms„
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3.  The a-WC structure has been used as a nomenclature

of its own, This consists of a simple hexagonal

structure of tungsten atoms with carbon atoms

occupying trigonal prism interstitial sites. 

This latter definltion seems more appropriate since

the cubic monocarbides are usually described in terms of

carbon atoms occupying octahedral interstitial sites, One

important difference between a-WC and the cubic monocarbides

is that a-WC has a very narrow range of homogeneity, see

Figure 1. That is, it always exists·at or very near the

stoichiometric composition, WC.

2.2  Slip Systems in the Transition Metal Carbides

The cubic carbides have proven to be the ones

most obt inable in high purity, single crystal form.

Therefore, they have been the most thoroughly investigated.

Tungsten carbide, although it is the major constituent in

cemented carbide cutting tools, has been the least scien-

tifically investigated compound of the transition metal

carbides. High quality, large (one centimeter or larger).

single crystals of a-WC have to date been unattainable.

Tungsten carbide decomposes before fusion occurs and thus

         the Verneuil technique, used successfully to grow M02(,

Tic, .ZEC and NbC, cannot be used to produce the desired

crystal.  The fact that a-WC also has a more complex

crystal structure than the cubic carbides further complicates
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Figure 1, Phase Diagrams of the Group IVB, VB, and
VIB Transition Metal Carbides (After
Westbrook (6)).

t
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the problem. '

Small (a few millimeters in length)
4-10

single crystals of a-WC have been produced by fluxing

tungsten carbide with cobalt, slowly cooling the melt and

then chemically removing the crystals from the melt. 8,22

Larger single crystals have been produced by a fluxed

Czochralski technique but these crystals contained inclu-

sions of the fluxing material. Further attempts to improve
12

this technique, to eliminate the included material, proved

13unsuccessful.

The slip system in TiCX has been determined for

temperatures of 8000C and above. Other cubic monocarbides,
14

VCx and Zr(x in particular, have also been investigated.

The results have confirmed that the principal slip system

in the cubic carbides is {111} <1TO> at temperatures in

the vicinity of 10000C. This is the same slip system commonly

found in fcc metals, The {111} planes are the planes of

closest packing and the <110> directions produce the

shortest Burgers vectors, This condition exhibits the

lowest energy to move a dislocation since the energy of a

dislocation line is proportional to the square of the

Burgers vector and the Peierlsstress opposing dislocation

motion is proportional to the exponential of the Burgers

vector,

Since the cubic monocarbides have the rocksalt

structure associated with ionic compounds this result seems

surprising. Ionic compounds generally have {110} <1TO>
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as the primary slip system and {001} <1TO> as a secondary

slip system. They do not slip in the {111} <1TO> system.

Strong coulombic repulsive interactions across the shear

plane in the half-glide position (e.g. a displacement of

F/2) are produced in addition to the normal repulsive forces

of ionic bonding, This is due to close cation-cation and

anion-anion proximity in this position. Conversely,

coulombic attractive forces are maintained in ionic compounds

in the half-glide position of the {110} <110> slip system.

The secondary {001} <1TO> slip system in ionic crystals in

the half-glide position destroys attractive coulombic

forces due to the symmetric arrangement of cations and

anions across the shear plane leaving only the normal

repulsive forces. However, this system produces no addi-

tional repulsive forces and is therefore more favorable

than the {111} <1TO> slip system.  This type of slip in

the cubic monocarbides indicates that ionic bonding is

weak in these compounds around 10000C.2,4

Recently it has been shown that the {110} <1TO>

slip system becomes active in the cubic monocarbides at

lower temperatures, room temperature to approximately

3000C.  In this temperature range·{110} <1TO> slip domin-

ates over {117} <1TO> slip with both being attive at some

intermediary temperature. Therefore, ionic bonding may

be an important contribution to bonding in the cubic
15

monocarbides at low temperature.
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Although large single, high quality crystals of

a-WC have not been available for scientific study a con-

siderable amount of valuable information has been obtained

using polycrystalline. and small single crystal samples.

Plasticity in a-WC has been observed at room temperature.

This was evidenced by slip lines observed around micro-
10

hardness indentations in polycrystalline tungsten carbide

and single crystals.8 Early attempts to characterize the

slip system in a-WC identified the slip planes as {1T00}

at room temperature and the slip directions were postulated

to be <0001> and <1120>. The {1'T00} planes occurring as

the slip planes rather than the close-packed basal plane

was explained by the directionality of the covalent bonds

between tungsten and carbon in the a-WC structure. Each

carbon atoms forms strong bonds with its six nearest

neighbor tungsten atoms which are arranged on the corners

of a trigonal prism, If a unit of basal slip occurs, an

average of three carbon-tungsten bonds must be broken.

For unit slip on the {1TOO} planes of tungsten atoms two

carbon-tungsten bonds must be broken, Therefore,.since a

smaller number of bonds must be broken in the latter case,

the {1TOO} planes will be preferred at low temperature

where the strength and directionality of the covalent

bonds is the' controlling factor. At higher temperatures

basal slip might be found, depending on the nature of
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the bonding at these temperatures. The <0001> and <1120>

directions were postulated as the slip directions since

these are the close-packed directions and therefore produce

the smallest Burgers vertors. It was also noted that the

{1TOO} planes contain both close-packed directions while the
8 10

basal plane contains only the <1120> direction. '

In later, more carefully controlled experiments

the {1100} planes were confirmed as the slip planes:

However, it was found through observations of slip lines

induced with microindentations that only one slip system

existed, that is, only one slip direction existed. This

direction had components along <0001> and' <1120> but was

not coincident with either. The slip direction was deter-

mined to be the <1123> direction since the shortest Burgers

vector with components along both the <0001> and <11YO>

directions was a vector 1/3[1123].with a length of 4.06 A.
16

This observation was later confirmed with electron

microscopy techniques, The dislocations observed were

shown to exist as dislocation pairs. Through symmetry and

contrast analysis the observed dislocation pairs were

shown to be superdislocations.  The antiphase boundary

associated with the two unit dislocations that make up a

superdislocation was also observed.  The superdislocations

were shown to be composed of pairwise combinations of six

unit dislocations with Burgers vectors of 1/6<20235 (AAO

BAI, CAI, A'Ao, B'Ao and C'A0 in Figure 2b).  These
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vectors may be combined pairwise in several ways to form a

super dislocation. .These could be [0001], 1/3<1120>, or

1/3<1123> (AA', AB and AB' respectively in Figure 2c).

However, from the consideration that the energy of a dislo-

cation is proportional to its Burgers vector, F, squared,

the superdislocation can dissociate into its unit dislo-

cations only if:

Ibtotal 12 > Ibl 12 + Ib212                (1 )
where b is the Burgers vector of the superdislocation

total

which is equal to the vector sum of the pairwise.combination

of the unit dislocations and El and 52 are the Burgers

vectors of the unit dislocations,

Using this criterion, only the E of 1/3<1123>total

was shown to be theoretically possible, Therefore, the

1/3<1123> Burgers vector was confirmed and the slip system

at room temperature was confirmed to be {1T00} <1123>.
7

Other possible slip systems may exist in a-WC

at higher temperatures but to date none has been reported.

2.3  Mutual Solubilities of the Transition Metal Carbides

In many metal cutting operations, multicarbide

cutting tools, consisting of cubic carbide additions to

the base WC-Co composition, are used. Therefore, the mutual

solubilities of the transition metal carbides are of great

technical importance,
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Figure 2, Possible Burgers vectors in a-WC
(After Johannesson and Lehtinen(7)).

a)  The a-WC crystal structure

b)  The six unit dislocations which can be
combined pairwise to form a superdislocation

c)  The three possible superdislocations
resulting from pairwise combinations
of the unit vectors

e

- 1
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It has been established that for extensive sub-

stitutional solid solution to occur the atomic radii of

the solvent and solute atoms cannot differ by more than

15%. This condition exists in the majority of the17

investigated solid solutions of the transition metal

carbides, especially the cubic carbides. Complete mutual
.

solid solubility exists between the Groups IVB and VB

transition metal carbides with the exception of the ZrC-VC

system and possibly the HfC-VC system, which has not been

investigated. In the ZrC-VC system limited solid solu-18

bility exists., As a solvent for ZrC, the VC component is

19.3% smaller. As a solvent for VC, the ZrC component is

16.3% larger: These differences occur near the VC and ZrC

rich ends of this system.·  In all other investigated cubic

carbide systems these differences are less than 15% and thus

complete solid solubility has been observed. Figure 3a

shows the solid solubilities of some of the cubic carbides

and the change in lattice constants of the solid solutions.

The mutual solid solutions closely follow Vegards law.

These data were obtained from carbide mixtures sintered

with one percent cobalt at 2,100'C for three hours under

19
vacuum conditions.

T h e     s o l i d    s o l u b i l i t y    o f    t h e     c u b i c   «c a r b i d e s     in

binary solutions with tungsten carbide is limited.  This

is attributed to the difference in crystal structures of

the two components of the binary systems, However, the

I

I
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Figure 3.  a)  Solid solubilities and lattice constant
changes of some cubic carbide systems
(after Norton and Mowry (19)).

b)  The quasi-ternary system TiC-TaC-WC
including the lattice parameters of some
solid solutions (after Nowotry, Kieffer
and Knotek (27)).
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cubic carbides, acting as solvents, have been shown to

dissolve WC to a large extent, up to seventy weight per-

cent at room temperature.

Titanium carbide has been shown to dissolve 65

to 70 wt.% WC in samples prepared at 1,500-1,900'C.  X-ray

, diffraction techniques have been employed by a number of

investigators to determine the solubility of WC in TiC

and the lattice parameter changes of TiC with increasing WC

content. Variations in absolute results19,20,21,22,23,24

have been reported since great difficulties are found in

preparing homogeneous samples of definite solid solution

content.  titanium carbide exists, as do the other cubic

carbides, over a wide homogeneity range, TiC .5 to TiC.

The compound also forms solid solutions with TiO and TiN,

both of which are difficult to eliminate from any experi-

ment.  However, the general result is that the TiC .;crystal

structure is maintained in solid solutions containing up

to approximately 60' wt% dissolved WC. Line broadening

near this limit has been reported in some cases. It is

generally agreed that the lattice constant of the solid

solution containing large amounts of dissolved WC does not

change markedly from that of the TiC used as the starting

material, However, if the starting material is far from

stoichiometry or impure, e.g. a starting material of

Ti(Cx,O,N)..the lattice constant of the solid solution is

considerably lowered. However, during dissolution of WC
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in TiC carbon is added to the TiC lattice. At approxi-X                                      X

mately 25-30 mol.% dissolved WC the lattice parameter of

the solid solution approaches that of a TiC-WC solid solu-

tion formed from a higher stoichiometric TiCx.  The high

solubility of WC in TiC has been attributed to the forma-

tion of allotropic cubic WC from hexagonal WC in the

25
presence of TiC. A rock-salt structured WC, B-WC with x

ranging from 0,61 to 0.82, has been reported in the litera-

ture with a lattice parameter near that of TiC, '5 26

Limited solubility at high temperatures, 5 to 30

mol.% of TiC in WC has been reported by a few investigators

while many more report no such result, 18

The solubility of WC in TaC has been investigated

to a lesser extent than the solubility in TiC, At 2,0000(

the solubility has been reported to be approximately 25

mol.% and drops to approximately 10 mol.% at 1500'C. There

is a slight solubility of TaC in the WC lattice but this is

less than 2 mol.% at 20000C.

At the present time commercial carbide composi-

tions usually contain ternary and sometimes quaternary

carbides compositions, in particular compositions containing

WC, TaC and TiC, Therefore, the solubility regions of

the WC-TiC-TaC system are of great interest. Using x-ray

techniques and microscopic evaluation, the quasi-ternary
18.27system TiC-TaC-WC has been determined. ' Pressed
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compacts of various carbide mixtures with cobalt additions

were sintered at 1450'C for one and one-half hours in vacuum

or hydrogen, The results are shown in Figure 3b, Two

solubility ranges were found. One where the carbide con-

stituents showed complete solubility and another which

contained a WC phase, a-WC, in addition to the solid solu-

tion phase. Since this temperature is near that at which

commercial cutting tools are sintered, this diagram is

very helpful in predicting the carbide microstructure which

one might expect to obtain based on a commercial carbide

composition. However, this is not entirely correct since

the cobalt concentration is not taken into account and

equilibrium conditions are assumed.

The numbers included in Figure 3b are the lattice

parameters of the solid solutions,

2.4 Dependence of the Mechanical Properties of the Transi-
tion Metal Carbides on the Carbon to Metal Ratio

The microhardness and critical resolved shear

stress of the cubic transition metal carbides have been

shown to vary considerably with the carbon to metal ratio

of the specific compound. ' However, this variation is not

general, it is different in different cubic carbides, and

the underlying reasons for the observed phenomenon are

not well understood,
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Since TiC has been the most thoroughly investi-

gated cubic carbide it is the best characterized. The

critical resolved shear stress for gross plastic deforma-

tion at high temperatures has been shown to be dependent on

carbon concentration, increasing linearly at 900'C from
2812 Kg/mm2 for TiC to 22 kg/mm2 for Ti Cl 97.    At0.79

higher temperatures the slope of the linear line is lowered

and there is not such a drastic change, but the effect

remains the same, the critical resolved shear stress in-

creases with increasing carbon content, The4,28,29,30,31

room temperature microhardness of TiC has also been shown
28.32

,to increase with increasing carbon content. '

Although...

vacancies have been shown to increase the hardness in many

crystalline materials, this is not the case in TiC. 28

The increase of strength with decreasing vacancy concentra-

tion, increasing carbon content, is thought to occur by a

process in which addition of carbon to the TiC lattice
29increases the atomic cohesion of the lattice. Another

possibility is that the carbon atoms act as weak, abundant

obstacles to dislocation motion on the {111} metal lattice
33

slip plane. The other Group IVB cubic carbides, ZrC

and HfC, have not been thoroughly investigated but show the
29.30

same general trends as TiC with respect to carbon content,

Cubic carbides of Group VB show a much more

complicated dependence of mechanical properties on the carbon

to metal rat-io. The critical resolved yield strength of
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VC has been shown to pass through a maximum as the carbon
content is increased, The strength of VCO.833 (V6(5) is

higher than either VCO.876 (V8C7) or VC This unusual0.75
trend is thought to exist because of an important differ-
ence demonstrated between VC and TiC. The carbon atoms

in VC are ordered on a hexagonal superlattice and an0.833

order-disorder transformation temperature between 1250'C

It has
and 1300'C has been discovered. 28,34,35,38,39,40,41

been suggested that the symmetry of the superlattice depends
29,34on the carbon concentration. The system VCx includes

several ordered phases, compounds, but most of the region
33is disordered. The role of this effect is not completely

understood but it affects the mechanical behavior of VC

to a great extent.
29

The microhardness of NbC and TaC have been shown

to decrease with increasing carbon content, One explanation

to this decrease is that of v.acancy-dislocation inter-
36actions, There is also the possibility of ordered carbon

superlattices in these Group VB cubic carbides which compli-

cate the carbon effect in a manner similar to that observed

in VC,2

2.5 Influence of Temperature on the Mechanical Propertiesof the Transition Metal Carbides

Although the details of dislocation motion in
the transition metal carbides have not been determined,
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a brittle to ductile behavior change has been shown to

exist.at high temperatures, 8000C or above depending upon

the particular carbide, For single crystals of carbides

the brittle to ductile transition temperature, T    isBD'

approximately 30% of the melting temperature, Tm' and is

dependent upon stoichiometry, Transition temperatures for

some of the cubic carbides have been determined. Hot

pressed polycrystalline carbides show a T several hundredBD

degrees higher than the corresponding single crystals.
4

The measured values for a number of carbides are listed

in Table 1.4

Table 1

Measured Values of TBD Reported
in the Literature

Carbide Form                BDT  (UC)

Tic single crystal 8000.95
VC                   single crystal 12000.84

ZrCO.9
single crystal 1000

Tic polycrystal 15000,745
VC polycrystal 12300.61
Nb C polycrystal 14800,95
Ta C polycrystal 1730

WC                                            1320polycrystal
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Near the transition temperature the carbides, both

cubic and WC, show very similar deformation behavior. This

is shown in Figures 4, 5, and 6.

A few hundred degrees below T   the microhardnessBD

begins to decrease. The exact fashion and degree of

decrease is again dependent upon the particular carbide and

the stoichiometry of that carbide. After ductility has

been achieved the strength of the carbides, in terms of

critical resolve shear stress (CRSS), decreases rapidly with

temperature. The general relationship which describes this

effect is:

CRSS =r=T Q exp (-KT) (2)

where K and T are graphically determined constants and0

T is temperature in degrees Kelvin. 2,4,14,28,29,30,37

In the extensive study of TiC the deformation

characteristics of this cubic carbide have been shown to

change in different temperature regimes. That is, above

T   three different activation energies for plastic deforma-BD

tion have been observed with increasing temperature.  It

is generally agreed that the following is true: below 11500C

a Peierls force controls the deformation behavior and the

CRSS is dependent upon carbon concentration, increasing

with increasing carbon additions to the lattice.  Above

11500C to 1350'C, the exact temperature being dependent
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Figure 4.  a)  Critical resolved shear stress of TiCX
single crystals as a function of temperature
(from Hollox (29) redrawn from Williams
(28)).

b)  Critical resolved shear stress of selected
carbides as a function of temperature.

(after Lye, Hollox and Venables, (44),
Buerger, M. J. (45) and Williams (28)).
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Figure 5. Microhardness of selected carbides as a
function of temperature (after Westbrook (6)).

\
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Figure 6.  Yield strength of selected hot pressed,
polycrystalline carbides as a function of
temperature (after Kelley and Rowcliffe (43)).
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on the carbon to metal ratio, but below 15000C, a different

behavior is observed. The activation energy for plastic

deformation is independent of ktoichiometry and has been

associated with high-temperature creep through dislocation

climb.  The rate controlling factor is thought to be the

diffusion rate of carbon in the carbide lattice.  Above

15000C the di ffusion rate of Ti appears to control the

plastic deformation in TiC.2,4  In the intermediate range,

about 1200 to 15000C, the activation energies of carbon

diffusion and creep are in close quantitative agreement,

3 to 5.ev.

Two other observations have been made concerning

the plastic deformation of the carbides above T     No
BD"

yield drop has been observed and the yield stress is strongly.-
strain rate dependent, In TiC the critical resolved shear

stress was found to increase linearly with the log of the

strain rate. No physical interpretations of these results

have been deduced. However, through the strain rate

dependence of the critical resolved stear stress it has been

shown that the sensitivity of dislocation velocity in TiC

to applied stress is low and that the material behaves

somewhat similar to a covalently bonded solid, such as

germanium«
28
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2.6  Strengthening Mechanisms of the Transition Metal
Carbides

The high temperature strength of both TiC and VC

have been increased appreciably by doping these compounds

with boron,  This effect is shown in Figure 7. This effect

46
was first demonstrated in TiC. A few tenths of one

percent boron addition was shown to markedly increase the

strength of TiC.  The mechanism was suggested to be the

precipitation of TiB2 platlets on the slip plane of the

carbide causing precipitation hardening, impairment of

dislocation motion by precipitates in the path of moving
46-30                                   47dislocations, ' This result was later confirmed.

The increase in strength with boron doping in

VC is thought to be the same effect as in TiC, VB2

precipitated on the slip plane, This has not been com-

pletely confirmed and precipitation has been observed

on crystallographic planes other than the slip plane.

The exact composition of the precipitate is yet to be

established. 30,34

Until recently the mechanical properties of

alloyed transition metal carbides have not been investi-

gated and the published literature on this subject is

scarce. An extremely high hardness has been observed in
30.48

Ta C-20% HfC.  '
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.

Figure 7.  The effect of boron doping on the strength of
TiC (after Williams (46)) and VC- (after0.84
Hollox and Venables (35)).
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The system VC-TiC has been ,investigated to

some extent and the results are shown in Figure 8. These

data were obtained from single crystals of binary solid

solutions. Although these results are preliminary the

following has been observed:

1.  The alloys show considerably higher yield

strengths than the parent carbides.

2.  The temperature dependence of the yield

strength of the VC-25 at.% TiC and VC-50 at.%

TiC compounds seems to have a different form

than that of the TiC-25 at.% VC compound and

the pure parent carbides.

3.  There appears to be a small amount of ductility
29 49

in VC-25 at.% TiC and VC-50 at.% TiC at 1000?C.  '

The stoichiometry of these compounds has not been

determined and these effects have yet to be interpreted.

However, it has been shown that the VC-25 at.% TiC compound

contains two phases, one of which is ordered. Although

the details of this phase separation are not understood,

a fine scale precipitation of a hard ordered phase may
29

explain the increase in strength of this alloyed compound.

2.7  Fabrication of Cemented Carbides Cutting Tools

Technical cemented carbides, in particular cutting

tools, are usually prepared by powder pressing a batch

.
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Figure 8.  The effect of alloying onthe high temperature
compressive yield strength of TiC-VC alloyed
compounds (after Hollox (30)).
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material consisting of the optimum balance of carbide con-

stituents and cementing agent, usually cobalt, for the

particular intended use. Before pressing, the batch is

ball milled for extended periods, usually a few days, to

insure intimate mixing and homogeneity. After pressing,

the compacts are usually de'nsified and strengthened by

sintering in a carburizing or inert atmosphere as opposed

to hot pressing.  The sintering temperature is such that

a liquid phase is formed anddensification and strength

are attained through a liquid phase sintering mechanism.

Since WC-Co compositions were the original

basis of the cemented carbide industry, sintering in this

system has been studied extensively. Practical sintering

temperatures in this system are above 1350°C, below the
.L

melting points of pure Co and WC but above the melting

points of Cd-C and W-Co-C eutectic solids. The reactions

taking place during sintering are 4uite complex but a

simplified understanding of the microstructural develop-

ment of the compact can be attained through the use of
50.51

the quasibinary phase diagram shown in Figure 9.

This is a vertical section of the W-Co-C phase diagram. 52,53

A typical commercial composition is 94 wt.% WC,

83 at,% WC, and 6 wt.% Co, 17 at.% Co, which is sintered

at 1400°C.  As this temperature is approached, cobalt

dissolves tungsten carbide through solid state reactions,
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Figure 9.  A vertical section of the W-Co-C phase
diagram (after Rantala and Norton (52)).
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and the amount of B phase in Figure 9 increases. This

phase, which is sometimes referred to in the literature

as y phase, is a solid solution of WC dissolved in cobalt.

As sintering continues enough WC is dissolved in the B

phase that the liquidust line is reached and, with con-

tinued sintering, the compact consists of WC, B and liquid,

After sufficient time the B phase completely dissolves

leaving undissolved WC and liquid in the compact. At this

point the composition of the liquid is 75 wt.% Co and

25 wt.% WC and it is about 8 wt.% of the compact.  -With

continuation of sintering,'the liquid phase dissolves WC

at interparticle boundaries. A liquid flow mechanism, with

a decrease in surface free energy as the driving force,

produces a dense carbide phase packing with shrinkage

being continuous in this region. The liquid wets the

remaining WC particles and is drawn into the interstices.

Tungsten carbide is continuously taken into solution until

the equilibrium starting composition in the WC plus liquid

phase field is reached. Before this point, however, when

the composition approaches the liquidus line of the equili-

brium phase field, shrinkage is nearly completed, approach-

ing fifty percent by volume,  At the liquidus line the

liquid phase amounts to approximately 11,5 wt.% of the

compact.

As the compact is cooled from the equilibrium position

in the WC plus liquid phase field, WC precipitates, usually

«'...
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on undissolved WC particles.  This produces a certain

amount of grain growth. Under technical sintering conditions

no eutectic structures have been found in compositions
5.0-5.4produced  from well mixed b atches..

Upon irii.tical·'solidification the B phase contains

20-25 wt.% W'C ins.01'id s'olu'tioin but this maytibe,-irte-du-ced

by precipitation to approximately 1 wt,% at low tempera-

ture, depending on the cooling conditions.
50,51

Although this quasibinary phase diagram is

beneficial in understanding the formation of technical

cemented carbides, it is not sufficient to show all the

possible reactions and phases which may develop during

sintering.  A more comprehensive view is obtained from
53

Figure 10, the ternary W C-Co-.C phase diagram.

The n phase shownin this diagram is of extreme

importance in technical cemented carbides.  This phase,

a double carbide whose composition has been reported to

be of different values by different investigators, e.g.,

Co W C  is an extremely brittle phase. Since it tends
3 3'

to form when undercarburized carbides, WC with less than

6.1 wt.% carbon, are used as starting.materials, free

carbon is many times added to batch compositions.

The e phase, C03W6C2' is a cubic phase with a very

narrow homogeneity range. At 1400°C this phase is in

equilibrium with the WC, K, W and n phases.

'

L_
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Figure 10. The ternary phase diagram WC-Co-C at
1400°C (after Rantala and Norton (53)).
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The K phase, Co W C is a hexagonal phase
51

3 10 4'

which is in equilibrium with the e, W, W2C and WC phases

at 1400°C. This phase also possesses a very narrow homo-

geneity range.

A limited solubility of Co in WC has been
52                                              50.55reported but the exact amount has not been determined.  '

During ball milling, some of the cobalt powder

may not be mixed thoroughly into the batch and may actually

be flattened into cobalt flakes. Upon sintering, these

flakes can form localized pools of the eutectic Co-C phase

at 1315°C if sufficient free carbon is present.or the

eutectic W-Co-C phase at 1280°C if sufficient free carbon
' /

is not present, Under technical, non-equilibrium, sinter-"

ing conditions, these eutectic liquids may not be dissolved

in the binder liquid phase and may appear in the micro-

structure of the cooled, sintered cemented carbide as

isolated pools.

At the sintering temperature, after the liquid

phase has formed and the surface tension forces have

caused the cobalt-infiltrated carbide particles to agglom-

erate into a close packing position, the WC particles of

the starting batch may transform into small, angular

crystal of WC containing a small amount of Co and being

slightly recrystallized.  This event depends on the

sintering time and temperature, being more probable with

».
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higher values of both. If the sintering temperature is

very high, 1500-1650°C, intensified grain growth may occur

and large, 50-100 micron, recrystallized WC-Co solid solu-

tion grains may form. This is usually undesirable since it

greatly affects t'he physical properties of the cemented
50carbides and is referred to as oversintering.

In summary, the technical sintering of WC-Co

compacts produces a liquid phase which, through surface

tension, pulls the undissolved WC particles into close

contact. At carbide-carbide contact points the carbide

particles may sinter together. Depending on the cobalt

content, sintering time, temperature and grain size of

the starting powders, sintered WC-Co alloys, when cooled

to room temperature, contain a skeleton, though not neces-

sarily continuous, of recrystallized WC grains which contain

a small amount of dissolved cobalt, These grains are, to

a large degree, enveloped in a three-dimensional B solid-

solution phase, WC dissolved in Co. There may also exist

pools of an eutectic compound within the microstructure.

Pools of isolated binder phase may also exist within the

microstructure.

Since the linear thermal expansion co-efficient

of the binder phase is approximately three times that of

WC, the binder phase is in a highly restrained tensile

stress condition between the carbide particles at room
50.57temperature.
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For cemented carbide compositions with cubic

carbide additions the sintering reactions become very com-

plicated.  In general the same mechanism of densification

is controlling, viz., liquid phase sintering. However, the

room temperature microstructures of these compositions show

the introduction of other phases, namely solid solution

carbide phases.  In the system WC-TiC-TaC(NbC)-Co one

solid solution phase will appear if the 'cubic carbides are

added as preformed solid solutions. This is generally the

case in technical cemented carbides,  However, if the

cubic carbide additions are added as individual constituents,

two solid solution phases appear: a TiC rich (Ti,Ta,Nb,W)

C, solid solution and a TaC rich (Ta,Ti,Nb,W) C solid soluk

tion. In the two solid solution case very lohg sintering

times are required.  This is one of the reasons preformed

solid solutions are generally used„ TaC is grouped with

NbC because both carbides produce similar changes both in
50

sintering and in mechanical properties,

2,8  Metal Machining

In metal cutting the harder cutting tool cuts

material from the softer workpiece by first elastically

deforming a layer of the workpiece and then separating

the material near the cutting edge of the tool by a shear

mechanism.  This is shown schematically in Figure 11,
-.....

where OW is the shear zone, It is in this zone that the
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Figure 11. Schematic representation of the metal machining
process (after Galimberti (66)).
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plastic shear stain is large enough to cause the chip

to separate from the workpiece. There is essentially

no additional plastic strain in the chip beyond this

zone except some subsurface shear occurring locally as the

chip moves along the tool face OT.

Most of the mechanical energy supplied in the

work of cutting is converted into thermal energy and con-

sequently high cutting temperatures are generated,  The

main sources of heat are:

1.  The shear zone OW

2.  The tool/chip interface OT

3.  The tool/workpiece interface OF along the

tool flank where frictional rubbing occurs.

The heat generated by the primary shearing process

flows into both the workpiece and the chip, with the

majority going into the chip. The frictional heat developed

at the tool/chip interface flows into both the tool and

the workpiece and similarly the heat from frictional

rubbing along the tool flank flows int6 the t001 and the
67

workpiece. The temperature profiles developed are also

shown in Figure 11. The mean temperature along the tool/

chip interface can range from 500°C to 850°C with the

maximum in the profile shown reaching values as high as

1100°C. The mean temperature along the t001/workpiece

interface is generally several hundred degrees lower
-         than that along the tool/chip interface.66
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Although plastic shear strain produced at the

cutting edge of the cutting tool is a fundamental process in

metal removal during machining, the chip produced may be

one of three different types. These are:

Type 1, a discontinuous or segmental chip

Type 2, a continuous chip with a continuously

escaping compressed layer adjacent to

the tool face

Type 3, a continuous chip with a built-up edge

adjacent to the tool face.

The Type 1 chip is produced when the removed

material ruptures before it moves very far up the tool

face. In contrast, the Type 2 chip flows up the tool face

as a continuous entity and spirals away from the tool face

as machining proceeds. In geperal, more brittle materials

such as cast iron tend to produce discontinuous, Type 1,

chips while more ductile materials tend to produce continu-

ous chips.

The Type 2 chip is the ideal type when machining

ductile materials since it leaves a smooth surface finish.

However, in practice the Type 3 chip is often encountered.

This condition, the formation of a built-up edge adjacent

to the tool face, results when portions of the continuous

chip adhere to the cutting edge as the chip passes over it.

As the built-up edge becomes larger it also becomes more
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*

unstable and eventually fragments of it are torn off and

escape with both the chip and workpiece. The building

up and breaking down of the built-up edge occurs at a rapid

rate. This continual embedding of fractions of the built-

up edge into the workpiece gives the appearance of roughness
69-           in machined surfaces.

In the realm of cemented carbide cutting tools,

straight WC-Co tools are generally used for materials

producing a Type 1 chip.  The multicarbide cutting tools,

for reasons which will be discussed later, are generally

used when machining materials which produce a Type 2 or 3

chip.
66

2.9 Parameters that Influence the Mechanical Properties
of WC-Co Alloys,

At the present time no general theory exists to

explain or predict the quantitative effects of any variable

that might be considered important in influencing the mech-

anical behavior of WC-Co alloys.  Qualitative tendencies

have been reported but these are usually the results of

experiments which concentrated on one variable, such as

composition, while ignoring others, such as grain size,

porosity, etc. Among the many variables which might

possibly influence the mechanical properties of the

WC-Co alloys the following have been considered qualitatively

important: Cobalt content, carbon content, porosity,
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particle size of WC, and the mean free path in the cobalt
58

binder phase.

2.9.1 Influence of Cobalt Content

Increasing the cobalt content of WC cemented

carbides, which in technical or commercial alloys varies

from 5 to 25 wt.%, causes a dramatic decrease in the

hardness of the composite. The compressive strength

increases with increasing cobalt content up to 5 wt.% and

then falls off sharply, similarly the decrease in hardness.

The transverse rupture strength increases with increasing

cobalt content up ,to approximately 25 wt.% and then begins
to fall. All of these trends were obtained using samples

containing WC particles of approximatialy two microns in
58

size.

2.9.2 Influence of Carbon Content

As stated previously, a carbon deficiency causes

the appearance of a brittle phase, the n phase, in WC-Co

compacts during sintering. Excess carbon causes free

carbon to be present in the WC-Co alloy.

The Vickers hardness has been shown to decrease

linearly with increasing carbon content in the range of

carbon to tungsten ratios of 0,96 to 1.04. This is

irrespective of cobalt content or WC particle size.

e'
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Large pores, Type C, are often found in the

presence of other large flaws such as carbon inclusions

and uneven cobalt distribution. Therefore, their quanti-

tative influence on properties has been difficult to

establish. It has been shown that pores of even less than

the A or B type do influence the transverse rupture strength

although these types of porosity, especially Type A, have

been considered acceptable in the past in most mSchining

operations. The transverse rupture strength has been shown

to decrease and the failure frequency by crack initiation

at small pores has been shown to increase as the number of

small pores increases.
63

2,9.4 Influence of Tungsten Carbide Particle Size

The hardness and compressive strength of WC-Co

alloys decrease linearly with increasing WC particle size.

The transverse rupture strength shows a maximum at a WC

particle size of three microns, for a 12 wt.% cobalt alloy.

Below this size fracture occurs through the binder phase

but above this size it proceeds through the carbide

particles. The maximum is believed to occur when both

phases have equal strength.
58

2.9.5 Influence of Mean Free Path in the Binder
Phase

The mean free path, the mean spacing between
..6,
'r

particles, in the binder phase is a measure of the cobalt
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layer thickness in a WC-Co alloy:  It depends on cobalt

content and WC particle size. In the cemented carbide

literature this concept has been used as one of the most

important parameters to characterize WC-Co alloy microstruc-

tures. The hardness and compressive strength decrease

with increasing cobalt layer thickness.  The transverse

rupture strength again shows a maximum since it increases

with increasing cobalt content and shows a maximum when

plotted against WC particle size,  However, the mean free

path does not solely determine the strength of the WC-Co

alloy. Either the composition or the particle size must

be specified to relate  the strength to the microstructure.

Increasing the transverse·rupture strength

toward the maximum, with increasing mean frde path, cobalt

content or particle size, has been thought to occur because

plastic constraints on the binder phase decrease. Crack

initiation and propagation are reduced as plastic flow

in the binder phase becomes easier and local stress

concentrations are relieved. After the maximum has been

reached the transverse rupture strength decreases with

increasing mean free path, cobalt content or particles size

because the particle size spacing has increased to the point

where plastic flow in the binder matrix is less impeded,

a dispersion hardening model. Also the probability of

-         fracture in the larger brittle WC particles apparently
58increases.

                                                                                                                                                                                                     1
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2.9.6  Material Machined with WC-Co Cutting Tools

Straight WC-Co cutting tools, cemented carbide

tools with no cubic carbide additions, are used almost

exclusively to machine brittle materials producing a

Type 1 chip.  With the more ductile materials they tend

to adhere to the long continuous chip produced, Types 2

and 3, and crater wear on the rake face is appreciable.

It was for this reason that the first multi-carbide cutting
50.66

tools were developed.

1,
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2.10  Multi-Carbide Cutting Tools

In the early 1900's it was postulated that the

formation of a built-up edge on a straight WC-Co cutting

tool was due to the welding of particles from the chip

on the cutting edge of the tool under the influence of

64cutting pressure and temperature. From this theory the

concept of an adhesion temperature was developed. This

was the lowest temperature at which two materials with

polished faces that are pressed together will stick

together or adhere when heated. The adhesion  temperature

of steel and high-speed cutting tool steel was determined

to be lower than that of WC-Co alloys and steel. However,

the adherence of steel to WC-Co tools was still considered

detrimental.  WC-Co alloys containing TiC were then intro-

duced. The adhesion temperature of these alloys was found

to be much higher than the adhesion temperature for the

straight WC-Co grades.  The adhesion temperature was also

found to increase with the hardness of the steel. The

explanation for the increased adhesion temperature between

WC-Co alloys containing TiC was determined to be that the.

TiC-WC solid solution forms a diffusion barrier between

the tool and the steel preventing WC from diffusing into

the steel chip. This is the principal cause of'- .i

50,65,66cratering.

fr,
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Increasing amounts of TiC in WC-Co alloys have

been reported to increase oxidation resistance, hardness,

thermal expansion and specific heat while decreasing

transverse rupture strength, compressive strength, impact

strength, modulus of elasticity and thermal conductivity.
66

Since the introduction of WC-TiC-Co alloys other

cubic carbides have been used as additives.  Additions of

NbC and TaC to WC-Co alloys have much the same effect.

Increases in toughness, thermal shock resistance, hardness

and wear resistance have been reported in this system.

Additions of TaC(NbC) to WC-TiC-Co alloys increase   -

the transverse rupture strength and hot hardness of TaC(NbC)

free grades.  Various grades of WC-TiC-TaC(NbC)-Co alloys

are used extensively today to machine long chip forming
65.66materials such as steel.

The underlying reasons for the improved performance

of the multi-carbide grades have not been thoroughly

investigated, the information available being mostly gained
\

through cut and try methods. However, this uncertainty

is understandable since there is still debate concerning

the properties of straight WC-Co alloys, e.g.,whether or    c

6'2not a continuous carbide skeleton exists in these a l 1 oys·f'
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2,11  Previous Mechanical Testing of Cemented Carbides

The bulk of the mechanical testing of cemented

carbides has been modulus of rupture testing at room temp-

erature. The general results of these tests have been

summarized in the preceding chapter. However, some com-

pression testing, both at room and elevated temperatures,

and tensile testing at elevated temperatures has been

reported in the literature.
70

Bratspies and Wood conducted isochronal, 16

minute, compressive creep tests at temperatures of 800 to

1000°C on both fine and coarse grained materials consisting

of 88 wt.% WC and 12 wt.% WC. The stresses used varied

from 70,000 to 120,000 psi (49 to 84 Kg/mm2).  The upper

limit is believed to be the maximum compressive stress

encountered in typical machining operations. After

testing, the compressed samples were sectioned through

the center parallel to the axis of compression and the

microstructu'res of the deformed samples were examined with

both optical and transmission electron microscopy.  These

examinations concentrated on the porosity of the deformed

samples. The amount of porosity was not constant acrbss

the sample but increased from the center toward the

"barreled" surface, corre·sponding to an increase in

tensile stress component in the same direction. The

porosity was also found to decrease from the midpoint to
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the ends of the sample that were in contact with the

compression platens. Here the stress state is almost pure

compression.

The investigators also examined a worn cutting

tool and observed essentially no porosity on the top

surface, the rake face, of the tool next to the crater.
This face is essentially under compressive stress during

machining. However, on the flank of tbe tool, where the
tenkile stress component is the greatest, a large amount

of porosity was observed. These same observations in worn

cutting tools have also been reported by Jonsson.
1

In the compression samples the volume percent

of voids was shown to increase with increasing strain.
The volume of voids was essentially zero at zero strain

and increased radially to approximately 12 percent at 20

percent strain in fine grained materials and five percent
at 18 percent strain in coarse grained materials. The

number of carbide-carbide interfaces was shown to decrease

with increasing strain while the number of carbide-binder

interfaces increased with increasing strain, The investi-

gators attributed this latter observation to pulling apart

of carbide grains originally in contact.
7tl

Murray and Smith   performed high temperature,

1200°C, tensile tests on WC-Co materials of varying Co

contents and WC particle sizes. The tests were conducted
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to failure and after failure longitudinal sections of the

samples tested were observed with optical and scanning

electron microscopy.  Randomly arranged voids were observed

over much of the surface except for a coalescence of voids

at the fracture surface. This coalescence was proposed as

the reason for tensile failure of the cemented carbide alloy,

Vacancy flow in the binder phase under.the stress condition

imposed on the samples was suggested as the dontrolling

mechanism of void formation. Vacancies were proposed to

be produced at WC-Co interfaces perpendicular to the applied

stress axis and to migrate to interfaces parallel to that

axis, coalescing to form voids.

This mechanism was suggested to be dependent upon

the thickness of the binder phase layer- in the following

manner. As vacancies diffuse through the binder layer,

with the diffusion of cobalt in the opposite direction,-WC

grains gradually come into contact and oppose lateral

shrinkage.  When this occurs, further transfer of cobalt

atoms creates tensile stresses in the binder phase perpen-

dicular to the applied stress.  The vacancy flow then slows

down as the stress in the binder phase approaches hydro-

static tension, However, this stress state is not reached

because the vacancies coalesce to form voids. With thinner

bihde·r-phase layers, lower amount of cobalt 02·imaller WC
grain size, this condition is reached faster sihce the WC
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grains will come into contact sooner.  Thus, compositions

with thinner binder phase layers should show lower ultimate

tensile s'trengths at temperatures where appreciable cobalt

diffusion can occur,  This agreed with the data presehted.

Although the investigators determined an activa-

tion energy from their experiments, by varying strain rate

and temperature, which was in agreement with the·activation

energy of self-diffusion in cobalt, 2.9 ev, they ignored

the effect of WC solid solution in the binder phase. The

-4    -1          -5    -1strain rates used were 7 x 10 sec to 7 x 10 sec

and the total strain at failure of the composition Used

for activation energy evaluation was approximately 24

percent true strain.  At the test temperature involved,

1200°C, and the long test times involved, the solubility

of WC in the binder phase should be appreciable, although

the diffusion rate of WC into the binder phase is not known.

At any rate, the authors did not take into account the

presence of WC in the binder phase.

The authors also presented scanning electron

photomicrographs of longitudinal sections of samples taken

to failure. Voids were clearly shown to exist between WC

particles. However, no photomicrographs of undeformed

samples were presented for comparison. In conclusion,

while the proposed mechanism is not without merit and

cannot be discounted, more supporting data are needed to
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make a definitive evaluation of the role of vacancy diffusion

in the binder phase of cemented carbides in the high tempera-

ture tensile failure of these materials.

Hara and Ikeda investigated room temperature
72

compressive plastic deformation of WC-Co materials consist-

ing of various cobalt contents, 2.4 to 10.1 wt.%, and WC

grain sizes, 1.7 to 9.1 microns.  The stress-strain behavior

in uniaxial compression up to the point of fracture Was

explained in terms of changes in microstructure in the

deforming samples. The results showed that WC-Co cemented

carbides behaved in a manner similar to materials tested

in tension that show necking. When plotted against true

strain, the true stress showed a maximum far in advance

of failure. The decrease in stress after the maximum was

exceptionally pronounced in materials with large WC grain

sizes and low cobalt contents. The stress maximums varied

from 300 to approximately 400 Kg/mm2.

When the data were represented on a 109 true stress

verius 109 true strain plot three distinct regions were

observed.  Below 0.2 percent true strain the materials

followed the empirical law which is usually associated

with metals or alloys that show no definite yield point:

V = Asn

where V is the true stress, e is the true plastic strain,
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A is a constant and n is the coefficient of strain harden-

ing. Changes in microstructure were insignificant in this

region.

Above 0.2 percent true strain the above reldtion-

ship did not fit the data. The stress increased, although

not linearly, between 0.2 percent true strain to a maximum

at approximately one percent true strain. After one percent

true strain the true stress began to decrease.

Between 0,2 and one percent true strain, the

contrast, observed in an optical microscope,:between the

binder phase and the WC phase became more distinct. This

result was associated with a movement or rotation of the

carbide grains and deformation of the binder phase.  In

this strain range the number of carbide-carbide grain

boundary cracks and the number of binder phase-carbide grain

boundary cracks were found to increase with increasing

strain. Slip lines were found in large ,WC grains. Grain

boundary cracks were found to precede transcrystalline

slip in materials with an average WC grain size less than

2,4 microns. However, in materials with an average WC
) 1.                                                                     \

grain size of grea-ter-than 5.5-inicrons, transcrystalline

slip preceded grain boundary cracking. No slip was

observed in WC grains less than one micron in kize but was

seen in WC grains larger than three microns: From these

observations it was deduced that a WC grain size of two
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to three microns was necessary for slip to occur within a

WC grain in this strain range at room temperature.

After one percent true plastic strain was exceeded,

gram boundary cracking and transcrystalline slip were found

simultaneously in all samples. However, even in samples

with large WC grains, very few slip lines developed into

cracks. Fracturing was essentially caused by joining of

grain boundary cracks.

Contre, et al., studied the behavior of a 94
73

wt.% WC-6 wt.% Co material at room temperatures using

uniaxial compressive stresses of 300 to 1200 Kg/mm2.  The

WC grains averaged one micron in size. The porosity of

the samples was found to decrease, but only after a pressure
2

of approximately 750 Kg/mm  was applied. This result

corresponded to a marked decrease in volume after this same

compressive stress was achieved. From optical microscopy

microstructural examinations of etched deformed samples

the investigators concluded that the material initially

deformed plastically by deformation of the binder phase.

Although slip lines in the binder phase could not be

observed in the optical microscope, it is likely that any

existing slip lines in the very thin binder phase layer

were beyond the limit of resolution of the microscope.

No slip lines were observed in the WC grains until the
2

compressjve stress exceed 600 Kg/mm , although plastic

deformation occurred below-thi.s value.
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The interpretation given by the investigators

was that plastic deformation occurs first in the binder

phase until a certain stress is reached. Above this
„1

stress both phases deform plastically to reduce porosity.

The observation was also made that at higher
stresses, 600 to 1200 Kg/mm2, slip bands in the WC grains

increased in number, with the majority appearing on the

lar e WC grains.

The fact that slip was not detected in the WC

grains until ,a stress of 600 Kg/mm2 was applied reinforces
the empirical relation between the microhardness of brittle

materials and yield stress, namely, that the yield stress

74,75is approximately one-third the value of the microhardness.

The microhardness of WC at room temperature is approximately

1800 Kg/mm2 and slip on the WC grains deformed at room

temperature is not found until a stress of 600 Kg/mm2 is

reached.

Doi, et al., deforMed WC-Co samples, with
76'

cobalt varying from 0.07 to 0.43 volume percent, in com-

pression at room temperature. The WC grain size in most

compositions was approximately two microns. Strain gauges

were used to measure strain and a ten ton capacity Instron

testing machine load cell was used to measure force.  Inter-

nal friction measurements in vacuo at room and liquid

nitrogen temperatues were made on the samples before and

after compressive testing. Electrical resistivity measure-

ments were also made before and after testing. The stress
\
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necessary to produce appreciable plastic deformation varied

f.rom 100 to, 600 Kg/mm2 in alloys of high and low cobalt

materials respectively.

Internal friction measurements were also performed
1

on polycrystalline WC, 97 to 99 percent dense, before and

after compressive straining. The Granato and LUcke  '77.78

theory of dislocation damping was used to analyze the internal

friction results. For a detailed analysis of this theory

the reader is referred to the above references.

The general result of the internal friction analysis

was that the plastic deformation observed in the WC-Co

materials at room temperature occurred in the dispersion-

hardened binder phase. In materials of very high WC con-
.

centration some yield may be attributed to shearing or

breaking some existing bridges between carbide grains,

but this is a small contribution to the total plastic

deformation. Little or no plastic deformation existed

in the carbide grains, at least in the grain size of about

two microns.

The results of the electrical resistivity measure-

ments showed that, in undeformed samples, the resistivity

increased as'the WC particle size decreased while the

binder phase content was kept constant.  This effect,

which is equivalent to decreasing the width of the binder

phase layer, indicates that the binder phase geherally
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controls the electrical properties of the material. The

resistivity of deformed alloys increased with increasing

strain. This result supports the internal friction inter-

pretation that the binder phase was the phase whieh plas-

tically deformed. As deformation took place, severe

lattice distortion in the binder phase due to dislocation

entanglement enhances conduction electron scattering and

thus the resistivity increases with increasing deformation.

The final feature of this investigation showed

that the dislocation density increased greatly with small

amounts of plastic strain, strain less than one percent.

Thus, strain hardening in WC-Co alloys is very rapid.

79
Dawihl and Mal investigated the effect of

temperature on the microhardness, Youngs modulus and com-

pressive yield strength, defined as the stress to produce

0.01 percent plastic deformation, of WC-Co materials and a

few WC-Co with additions of TiC and TaC materials.

Additions of up to 1 wt.% cobalt to WC where found

to decrease the microhardness of WC-Co materials appreciably,

both at room and high temperatures, up to 1000°C. Additions

of cobalt between one and six Weight perceht Where shown

to have little effect, the microhardness values showed a

plateau in this region. Above six percent cobalt the

microhardness again decreased but not as dramatically as

in the zero to one weight percent region,
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The Young's modulus of both straight and multi-

carbide-cobalt materials was shown to decrease with

increasing temperature in a similar manner to that of pure

cobalt. From this the investigators concluded that the

binder phase was responsible for the elastic properties of

the alloys.

The compression data showed that the yield

strength of both types of materials decreased with increas-

ing temperature but thatthemulti-carbide-cobalt materials

had higher yield stresses, especially at high temperatures.

Compressive creep tests, under constant stress

at various temperatures and constant temperature at various

stresses, showed steady state creep after the initial portion

of the crrep curves had been passed. By plotting the log

of the constant creep rates as a function of reciprocal

temperature an activation energy for creep was obtained.

The curves showed, both for straight and multi-carbide

materials, two straight line portions. The activation

energy at low temperature was much less than at high

temperature. Additions of cubic carbides  were shown to            -

increase both creep resistance and activation energy

for creep. The increase in activation energy was more

pronounced at low temperature while at high temperature,

800-900°C, the activation energies of the straight and

multi-carbide materia.ls were approximately equal. The

interpretation of these observations was that at low
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temperature, 600 to 800°C, plastic deformation was achieved

through a shifting of the carbide grains in the binder

phase, a grain-boundary flow mechanism. The addition of

cubic carbides to form cubic carbide-WC solid solutions

increased the activation energy for this shift begause the

grains of the solid solution form large, contiguous grains.

When shifting starts, these grains impinge on other grains

sooner than in the smaller grained WC-Co materials and

more energy is needed to produce plastic deformation, an

anchoring effect.  At high temperature, with a much larger

activation energy, the plastic deformation process was

interpreted to be plastic deformation of the cobalt

phase.
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III, EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

3.1  Sample Compositions

The compositions of the samples used in this

investigation are listed in Table 2. All of the cemented

carbide materials tested were prepared from commercial

cemented carbide disposable inserts. The compositions

listed are the nominal compositions supplied by the manu-

facturers. These compositions were chosen from those

available to give the best variation in the cubic carbide

additions while keeping the cobalt content as close to

six weight percent as possible.

3.2  Sample Preparation and Characterization

3.2.1  Sample Characterization Using the Scanning
Electron Microscope, S.E.M.

Sections of each composition were cut from the

respective tool inserts using an Isomet low speed diamond

saw. These sections were mounted in copper impregnated

diallyl phthalate. The mounted-sections were ground and

polished.  Grinding was performed on an Automet unit using

successive grades of SiC paper, 240 ;grit, 400 grit and 600

grit, with water as a lubricant. Grinding times of fifteen

minutes where needed in each grinding step and a pressure

of twenty pounds was used. Polishing was performed on a



Table 2

Compositions of the Cemented Carbide Materials Used

Composition Co Ta           Ti            Nb W&C CO TaC Ti C NbC   WC Co/total % Cubic Cubic Carbide     TiC
carbide Carbide WC         TaC+Nb C

I 6.0* 94.0 6.0   --    -- -- 94.0 0,06     0          0            0

-        II 5.0 3.8 -- -- 91.2 5.0 4.0- -- -- 91.0 0.05 4.0 0.04         0

III 6.0 18.8 -- -- 75.2 6.0  20.0 -- -- 74.0 0.06 20.0 0.27         0

IV 5.45 2.0 0.2 0.2 91.95  5.45 2.1 0..2   0.2. 92..05 0.06 2.5 0.03 0.09

V 6.6 4.3  2.05  1.0   86.05 6.6 4.6 2.54   .1..2    85..13   . 0.07 8.34 0.10 0.44

VI 4.7 9.1 7.9 0.9 77.4 4.7 9.7 9.8 - 1.0 74.8 0.05 20.5 0.27 0.92

VII 8.0 3.7  9.6 -- 78.7 8.0   4.0  12.0 -- 76.0 0.09 16.0 0.21 3.00

* All percentages are by weight.

24
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second Automet unit using successive diamond cloth wheels

with 15, 6, 1 and 1/4 micron diamond paste. Metadi oil

was used as a lubricant. The samples were polished for

ten minutes during each step. A pressure of twenty-five

pounds was used except on the 1/4 micron wheel where the

pressure used was approximately two pounds. Between each

grinding and polishing step the samples were cleaned in

an ultrasonic cleaner to insure no contamination of the

next smaller abrasive wheel. After preparation, the polished

sections were stored in a vacuum desiccator.

The samples were observed in the S.E.M. in the

secondary electron emission mode. Photomicrographs were

taken of representative as sintered microstructures of each

composition.

3,2.2 Compression Sample Preparation

Samples, I mm x 1 mm x 4.5 mm, for compression

testing were cut from the tool inserts using the same diamond

saw.  Each tool insert was mounted on a glass slide with

its sides parallel to the sides of the slide. The glass

slide was then mounted in a specially constructed jig and

one millimeter parallel cuts were made through the tool

insert. This operation produced sections of the insert

(1 mm x 4.5 mm x 20 mm in size, These sections were mounted

on a second glass slide and the 20 mm sections were cut
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into one millimeter sections. The sample height, 4.5 mm,

was the original thickness of the tool insert. The sample

width, 1 mm, was chosen to give compression samples With

a length to cross section ratio of 4.5. Using long samples

in compression testing minimizes frictional end effects

during testing. However,-the samples cannot be too long

or buckling will occur, the Euler buckling criterion will

be surpassed. A length to cross section ratio of approxi-

81
mately four to one is desirable in compression testing.

Since the diamond saw operates at low speeds,

300 rpm maximum, and a light load was used, 50 gm, very

little surface damage could be seen on the sides of the

samples under a binocular microscope at 30X. Therefore,

the sides were not polished. However, the ends were

ground flat and parallel and then polished to further

reduce frictional end effects. The samples were mounted

on a stainless steel plunger, normal to the face of the

plunger. The plunger in turn fit into a stainless steel

ring, the sides of the plunger being normal to the face

of the ring while its face was parallel to the ring face.

A set screw held the plunger in place.  The compression

faces of the samples were ground on a 60 micron resin

bounded diamond wheel. After grinding one face, the

samples were reversed and the opposite face was ground.

This produced samples whose compression faces were parellel
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to within 10.01 mm as measured .with a micrometer at various

points between the compression faces. After grinding,

the samples were polished on 30, 15, and 6 micron embedded

diamond cloths mounted on flat glass plates. During all

hand grinding and polishing operations a figure eight            -

pattern was employed to minimize preferred orientation of

any surface scratches.

After compression testing of the samples at

elevated temperatures was completed, selected compressed

samples were sectioned through the center, both parallel

and perpendicular to the compression axis. Polished

sections were prepared in the same manner as the as

sintered samples. Photomicrographs of these deformed

samples were taken under identical conditions as the as

sintered samples in the S.E.M.

3.2.3  Average Grain Size Determination

To determine the average grain size of the

various phases in the tool materials a number of random

lines were drawn on S.E.M. photomicrographs of the as

sintered materials.  The portion of the lines intersect-

ing each phase was then measured with an expanded scale,

1 cm expanded to 5 cm with the smallest division being 0.05

cm..  The average grain size, average linear intercept

(I), of each phase was determined by dividing the sum of
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the lengths of the intersecting lines in each phase by

the number of intersects and the magnification.

.

1 = RINT

where T is the average grain size or average linear inter-

cept, L is the total length of the intersecting lines in

each phase, N is the number of intersections and M is the

magnification. Where possible, a minimum of fifty inter-

sections were measured to determine Z.
)

3.3  Compression Testing

3.3.1 Compression Testing Rig

Uniaxial compression tests were performed in the

apparatus shown in Figure 12.  The rig housing was machined

from high purity AZT graphite while the pusher rod, platen

supports and bottom support plug were machined from mass

spectrometer rods. The rig was so constructed that parts,

platen supports, pusher rods, etc., could be interchanged

in case of breakage. The rig was connected to the top of

the vacuum chamber by a graphite ring which fit into a

stainless steel cup. The stainless steel cup in turn

screwed onto the top of the vacuum chamber, The entire

vacuum chamber rested on a 100 kilogram load cell of an                 I

Instron Universal Testing Machine, Force was transmitted

to the pusher rod by means of the bellows unit which
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Figure 12.  The vacuum chamber, compression testing
rig and high temperature furnace.
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contacted the platen of the moving Instron machine

crosshead.

In the initial stages of testing, cylindrical

hot pressed TaC was used as platens. These platens were

ground flat and polished before use. However, at high

temperatures, 1000°C, these platens yielded under load

and chemically reacted with the samples.  The reaction was

thought to occur between the cobalt in the sam0les and the

Ta C. Because of this effect a different platen material

was used, single crystal sapphire rods, grown parallel to

the c-axis, were cut to size on a diamond saw, ground flat

and polished. Since the sapphire rod was square, 1/8 x 1/8

inch, the platen supports were redesigned. Square, dead

end holes were machined in the graphite supports by elec-

trical discharge machining, E.D.M. The sapphire platens

were mounted in the graphite supports with the c-axis

parallel to the direction of uniaxial compression.  Back-

reflected Laue patterns were run on the platens which

confirmed that this condition existed. During further

compression testing no chemical reaction was observed

between the compression samples and the platens.  No

macroscopic plastic deformation of the platens was observed

until a sample was tested at 1225°C. At that temperature

a yield drop, characteristic of yielding in single crystal
80                                                     2Al 0 , was observed at a-stress of approximately 46 Kg/mm .2 3               #
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All compression data reported in this investigation were

obtained using single crystal sapphire platens orientated

with the c-axis parallel to the compression direction.

3.3.2 Furnace Used in High Temperature Deformation
Tests

The furnace used for the high temperature compression

testing is shown in Figure 12. It was constructed by wrapping

0.032 inch Pt-40% Rh furnace wire around an alumina tube.

The tube used had an inside diameter of 1 1/4 inches, an

outside.diameter of 1 1/2 inches and was grooved with eleven

turns per inch. A three inch heating zone and double leads

were used. After winding the wire on the tube, the furnace

was coated with Alundum RA-1139 high temperature cement to

electrically insulate it from the heat shields and.·to

protect the furnace winding from environmental effects.

The coated furnace was then secured in its supporting rig

with the 0,005 inch tantalum heat shields in place. Threaded

stainless steel rod was used as support legs for the furnace

so that its height could be adjusted to place the compression

sample in the center of the heating zone.  These legs fit

into a stainless steel bottom plate whose prongs fit into

indentations in the bottom of the vacuum chamber. This

precaution was taken to eliminate the possibility of the

furnace tipping over or moving off center through vibrations
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produced by the mechanical vacuum pump. All compression

tests were carried out under mechanical fore pUmp condi-

tions, a vacuum of approximately 10-4 to'10-3 torr.

The double wire electrical leadj were insulated

with alumina tubing. These leads were passed through

holes in copper current lead vacuum feed-throughs and

secured with stainless steel screws. The feed-throughs

were cooled with water cooling blocks external to the

vacuum chamber. The furnace current was manually con-

trolled with a 20 amp, 140 volt Variac.

The temperature was monitored with a chromel-

alumel thermocouple. A new thermocouple was used for each

compression test. These were made by spot-welding the two

thermocouple legs together with an electrical discharge

spot welder to form a very small thermocouple bead.  The

thermocouple was placed in the thermocouple tube attached

to the compression rig and spot welded to the leads of a

vacuum feed-through. Care was taken to keep both thermo-

couple legs the same length. The thermocouple leads were

run to an ice bath cold junction and from there to a digital

millivoltmeter. The temperature within the furnace could

then be read in terms of millivolts and converted to degrees

centigrade using a conversion table. B and S gauge 30

thermocouple wire was used.
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3.3.3 Calibrations

Since it was expected that heat would be conducted

from the system through the compression rig to the top of

the vacuum chamber, which was air cooled, the temperature

inside the rig was calibrated relative to the thermocouple
a

reading outside the rig.  A piece of alumina tubing was

attached to a thermocouple tube, the tube being approximately

the same diameter as the pusher rod. A thermocouple was

installed through the tube in the center of the larger

tubing. The larger tube was placed in the rig in the same

position that the compression samples would be with the

thermocouple tube taking the place of the pusher rod,

Since the thermocouple bead was inside 'the larger tube,

but above the bottom platen, it was not in contact with

the compression rig. The legs of this thermocouple were

attached to a second vacuum feed-through and calibration

runs were performed. These runs were carried out at 800

to 1300°C at approximately one hundred degree intervals,

During these calibration runs the temperature was adjusted

manually to the desired value and allowed to equilibrate

for one hour. The temperature inside and outside the rig

was read after equilibration.  Over the entire range of

800 to 1300°C the temperature inside the rig was found to

be approximately 25°C less than the outside thermocouple

temperature, Therefore, 25°C was subtracted from the

temperature reading of each compression test.
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In order to ensure linearity, purely elastic

deformation, of the compression rig, platens, bellows,

etc., calibration runs were performed by compressing

platen against platen in the temperature range of 800

to 1300°C. The calibration was performed in increments

of 100°C. Some slight non-linearity was noted in the

initial portion of loading, zero to five kilograms force.

This was attributed to the shifting of moveable parts,

platen supports, platens, etc., to an equilibrium position.

After five kilograms force was exceeded the response was

essentially linear, elastic. Some small but reproducible

deviation from linearity in the plots of force versus time

was observable. The force versus time plots will be

explained in detail ,in the next section.

Since the high temperature yield point, the

stress at which plastic flow is initiated, was the variable

of concern, the compression rig was not calibrated

absolutely. The effective Young's modulus of the rig,

the modulus of the combination of platens, supports,

bellows, etc., was not calibrated in terms of a specific

number. This would have been necessary if the amount of

strain in the sample at a given stress had to be known.

The elastic strain of the rig would then be subtracted

from the strain of the sample, This correction was not

necessary in order to read the yield stress from the

-        recorder data since the load cell was calibrated.
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Throughout compression testing a crosshead speed

of 0.01 cm/min and a chart speed of 1 cm/min were used.

Both of these testing variables were checked periodically

and found to be accurate.

The millivoltmeter used to measure temperature

was also checked periodically with a millivolt source to

insure accurate temperature readings. It was found to be

consistently accurate to within +0.01 mv below ten
 milli-

volts and 10.1 mv above ten millivolts.  Therefore, in

the temperature range of this investigation, 1000 to 1200°C

temperature could be read to 13°C.

3.4  Yield Point Testing

All compression testing was performed at a strain

-4    -1
rate of approximately 4 x 10 sec

At the beginning of each test the sample dimensions

were measured with a micrometer. The cross section was

determined by measuring the two lateral dimensions at

several points along the length of the sample and then

averaging.  The cross sections of the samples we
re con-

sistent along the lengths, varying by approximately 0.0
1

2mm  along the length.  The length of the sample was alse

measured.

After the dimensions of the sample were deter-

mined, the sample was placed in the rig between the platens,
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the rig was screwed into the retaining ring and the thermo-

couple leads were spot welded to the vacuum feed-throughs.

The enti-re assembly was then inserted in the vacuum chamber,

with the compression rig centered in the furnace, and the

system was pumped down. After mechanical pump vacuum had

been attained, the furnace power was turned on and the

sample brought to temperature.  The heating time to tempera-

ture was approximately 1 1/2 hours, The sample was allowed

to equilibrate for one hour. Near the end of this equili-

bration time the recorder was adjusted and calibrated.

The recorder used was a 1/4 second recorder supplied with

the Instron testing machine.  This instrument records force,

which is determined by strain gauges in the load cell and

time, as constant chart speed.  The chart speed of the

recorder and the cross'head speed of the testing machine

are synchronized. The two recorded values can be related

to stress and strain respectively. Stress is the force

divided by the cross-sectional area of the sample. Strain

is related in the following manner. A measured length on

the recorder chart corresponds to a certain time, e.g.,

if the chart is moving at one centimeter per minute, ten

centimeters on the chart corresponds to ten minutes,

Knowing that the crosshead is moving at 0.01 cm/min, ten

minutes corresponds to a crosshead movement of 0.1 cm or

1 mm. Therefore, the sample has deformed 1 mm and the

,:*
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strain in the sample is 1 mm divided by the original

length.

As stated before, near the end of the equilibra-

tion period the recorder was adjusted and calibrated.

This was done by adjusting the zero point with the ampli-

fier disconnected from the circuit, balancing the ampli-

fier and then calibrating the system.  The recorder was

calibrated by placing a one kilogram weight on the load

cell with the recorder scale in its most sensitive position,

two kilograms full scale. The recorder pen was adjusted

under these conditions to read one-half full scale since

the one kilogram weight on the load cell corresponded to

this scale position.

After adjustment and calibration of the recorder

and temperature equilibration, the test was begun. Curves

of time versus force, essentially stress-strain curves

rotated 90 degrees, were obtained for the seven compositions

at various temperatures. The yield force on these curves

was defined as the point where the time versus force curve

first deviated from linearity.  This is the onset of plastic

flow since the time-force, strain-stress, curves of an

elastic material show a linear response. The yield stress

was defined as the force recorded at the onset of non-

linearity divided by the original cross-sectional area.

The original cross-sectional area was used b&cause at

9/
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this point little plastic deformation had occurred and

the cross-sectional area had not changed to any appreciable

extent.

During compression testing the applied load was

kept below 50 Kg. This precaution was taken to protect

the load cell from damage. The stainless steel vacuum
4

chamber weighed approximately 50 Kg and applied loads of

greater than 50 Kg would exceed the capacity of the load

cell.
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IV. RESULTS

4.1 S.E,M. Microstructural Characterization of the As
Sintered Cemented Carbides

4.1.1 Energy-Dispersive X-ray Analysis of the     '
Bihder Phase

During the initial stage of this investigation

a number of cemented carbides were observed in the S.E.M.

incorporating the use of the energy-dispersive x-ray

analysis mode of operation. The important result of this

analysis is illustrated in Figure 13. This multi-carbide

material, 72 wt.% WC, 11.5 wt.% TaC, 8.0 wt.% TiC and 8.5

-          wt,% Co, appears as a three phase alloy in the secondary

electron image. The bright angular WC grains and the darker,

less angular (W, Ta, Ti),C solid solution·grdins are clearly

discernible.  A third phase appears which in the secondary

electron image appears as pores. However, by comparing

the energy-dispersive x-ray image, which is an intensity

image of only cobalt Ka x-rays, with the secondary electron

image this is found not to be the case.  Some of the black

areas in the secondary electron image that appear to be

pores are actually small pockets or pools of the binder

phase„ Thus, four phases comprise the microstructure

of this cemented carbide:

1.  angular WC grains

t.'  '.I
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Figure 13. Typical microstructure of a multi-
carbide cutting tool.

a.  Cobalt Ka-energy dispersive
x-ray image, 5000X

b.  Secondary electron image, 500OX.
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2.  less angular, contiguous cubic carbide-

WC solid solution grains

3.  small pools of binder phase

4.  pores

This effect was also observed in straight carbide,

WC-Co materials but was more pronounced in the multi-

carbide materials.

These observations clearly demonstrate that not

all of the binder phase exists as thin layers between the

carbide grains in cemented carbides produced under tech-

nical, mass production, conditions.

4.1.2  Microstructures of the Cutting Tool Compositions
Used in Compression Testing

Representative as sintered microstructures of the

seven compositions used in this investigation are shown in

Figures 14 through 20. The average grain sizes of the

phases in the seven compositions are listed in Table 3

where B and S.S. denoted the binder and solid solution

phases respectively. All dimensions listed are in microns.

While the average grain size of the WC phase is about one

micron in all compositions, the method of obtaining this

average must be kept in mind. There was a grain size

range in all composition which was generally larger in

the compositions containing larger amounts of preformed

solid solutions. Compositions I and II exhibit a fine
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Figure 14, Representative microstructure of
composition I (S.E.M., secondary
electron images)

a.  1200X

b.  3000X

\
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Figure 15 Representative microstructure of
composition II (S.E.M., secondary
electron images)

a.  1200X

b.  3000X
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Figure 16. Representative microstructure of
composition III (S.E.M., secondary
electron images)

a.  1200X

b.  3000X
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Figure 17. Representative microstructure of.
composition IV (S.E.M., secondary
electron images)

a.  1200X

b.  3000X
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Figure 18. Representative microstructure of
composition V (S.E.M., secondary
electron images)

a.  1200X

b.  3000X
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Figure 19. Representative microstructure of
composition VI (S.E.M., secondary
electron images)

a.  1200X

b.  3000X
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Figure 20. Representative microstructure of
composition VII (S.E.M., secondary
electron images)

a.  1200X

b.  3000X
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t                                Table 3

Average Phase Grain Size, I, of the

Seven Experimental Compositions

Composition       I I               I               /WC        SS       B      - pore

I 1.0 0.1 0.2

II 1.1 0.6 0.3 0.3

III 1.0 1.3 0.2 0.2

IV 1.2 0.5 0.3 0.3

V 1.6 1.5 0.2 Of4

VI 1.8 2.3 0.5 0.4

VII 1.3 1.9 0.4 0.2

grain carbide structure with the grains being fairly con-

sistent in·size, The determination of the grain sizes of

the WC and solid solution phases of composition III was

very difficult. Since the atomic numbers of Tantalum

and Tungsten are adjacent in the periodic table, their

secondary electron emission coefficients are approximately

equal. Therefore, very little contrast between the two ,

is present in S.E.M. photomicrographs. Composition IV

shows a 1-arger size distribution of WC grains but a rela-

tively consistent size of solid solution grains. Composi-

tion V shows essentially the same characteristics with

the size distribution of solid solution grains increasing
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slightly.  Compositions VI and VII show a large distribution

of both WC and solid solution grains, The solid solution

grains show a contiguous nature while the WC grains are

more isolated.

4.2  High Temperature Deformation

4.2.1  Typical Time-Force Curves of Cemented Carbides
Deformed in Uniaxial Compression

Typical time-force curves produced by the Instron

testing machine for four different high temperature uniaxial

compression tests are shown in Figures.21 through 24.

These have been idealized in the sense that the slight

inherent system nonlinearity has been removed. These

curves of raw data are of different compositions at differ-

ent temperatures. Therefore, the force at which plastic

deformation begins and the amount of plastic strain in

each curve are different. However, these represent the

general shape of all the time-force curves experimentally

obtained except in some cases where no plastic deformation

was observed  i..e., when the time-force curve remained

linearover the entire load range.

The following observations were made from the

time-force curves of the compositions tested.

In all cases, non-linearity (plastic deformation)

ceased after a time and the curves again became linear.

1,

1
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)

Figure 21. Time-force curve of composition I
uniaxlally compressed at 1126°C
(Strain rate =4 x 10-4 sec-1).
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Figure 22. Time-force curve of composition III
uniaxially compressed At 1175°C
(Strain rate =4 x 10-4 sec-1).
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\

Figure 23. Time-force curve of composition VI
uniaxially compressed at 1204°C'
(strain rate = ·4 x 10-4 sec-1).
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Figure 24. Time-force curve of composition VII
uniaxially compressed at 1148°C (strain
rate.=.4 x 10-4 sec-1).
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The slope of the second linear portion of the curves was

approximately equal to that of the first linear portion,

except where large amounts of plastic deformation preceded

buckling. Even composition VII, which showed a very low

yield point, 3 Kg/mm2, at 1175°C returned to linearity..

To ensure that the observed deviation from linear-

ity was indeed plastic deformation and not another effect,

such as bending, the samples were examined after testing

and their lengths remeasured.  The lengths after compression

testing were found to be smaller-than the original lengths

and no bending was observed. Thus, the non-linear portion

of the curves was verified to be plastic deformation.

However, in domposition I buckling was observed

at high temperatures, above 1100°C,.and high stresses.

This result was indicated by a second non-linear portion

of the curve, see Figure 21. To verify that buckling did

not occur during the first non-linear portion of the curve

a compression test was rerun at the same temperature and

stopped after the yield point.  No buckling was observed

in the sample.

The total time during which non-linearity was

observed was found to be a function of composition and

temperature.

Compare Figures 21 and 22. Both these composi-

tions contain 6.0 wt.% cobalt but the composition shown
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in Figure 22 contains 20 wt.% cubic carbide, TdC.  Although

the testing temperature of composition I, straight WC-Co,

was fifty degrees below that of composition II, the amount

of plastic deformation in the straight WC-Co alloy was

much greater. This effect was observed in all the other

compositions, all of which contained cubic carbide.

additions, but the amount of cobalt in them varied from
6 wt.%. Therefore, these curves were not directly comparable

to those of straight WC-Co since another variable must be

included.

That the amount of plastic deformation after

the yield_point was very temperature dependent is shown

in Figure 25. By lowering the testing temperature approxi-

mately 100°C, the amount of plastic deformation decreased

appreciably. The curve shown is for the straight WC-Co

material but the same general effect was observed in all

compositions tested.

4.2.2  Temperature Dependence of the Yield Point

The yield points as a function of temperature

of the seven cemented carbides tested are shown in Figures

26 through 32. The yield strength was found to decrease

rapidly at first with increasing temperature, after a

temperature in the range 1000 to 1050°C was surpassed,

and then tended to level off. This tendency to approach
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Figure 25.  Time-force curves of compositioh I
uniaxially compressed at 1039 and. 1126°C
(strain rate =4 x 10-4 sec-1).
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Figure 26. Yield point of domposition I as a
function of temperature (strain rate =
4 x 10-4 sec-1).

t
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Figure 27. Yield point of"composition II as a
function of temperature (strain rate =
4 x 10-4 sec-1).
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Figure 28. Yield point of composition III as a
function of temperature (strain rate =
4 x 10-4 sec-1).
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Figure 29. Yield point of composition IV as a function     -
of temperature (strain rate =4 x 10-4 sec-1).

'.
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Figure 30. Yield point of composition V as a
function of temperature (strain rate =
4 x 10-4 sec-1).
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Figure 31. Yield point of composition VI as a
function of temperature (strain rate =
4 x 10-4 sec-1).
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Figure 32.  Yield point of composition VII as a
function of temperature (strain rate =
4 x 10-4 sec-1).
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i            a constant value, at least up to 1200°C, was found to be

very much dependent upon the cobalt content and possibly

the cubic carbide present in the alloy. This is shown

dramatically in Figure 33. Both of these alloys contain

appreciable cubic carbide additions, 20.5 and 16.0 wt.%.

The material showing the higher yield strength contains 4.7

Wt.% Co while the material whose yield strength falls

rapidly to 3 Kg/mm2 at 1175°C contains 8.0 wt.% Co.  Com-

position VI, the upper curve,contains approximately equal

amounts of TaC and TiC, 9.7 and 9.8 wt.% respectively. The

lower curve, composition VII, contains 12.0 wt.% TiC and

4.0 wt,% TaC.

The yield strength of the straight WC-Co alloy

was appreciably increased with additions of cubic carbide.

This is demonstrated in Figure 34. Both materials contained

6.0 wt.% cobalt but the upper curve, composition III,

contained 20.0 wt.% TaC. In all cases, except for the

1175°C region of the material containing-8.0 wt.% Co,

additions of cubic carbides were found to increase the

high temperature yield strength. Composition VI, which

contains 6.6 wt.% cobalt but has 8.34 wt.% cubic carbides

added, has a higher yield strength than straight WC-Co

over the entire range of testing temperature, see Figure 30.

In summary, the results from the high temperature

yield point data show:
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Figure 33. Composite of Figures 31 and 32 showing
the effect of increased cobalt content.
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Figure 34.  Composite of Figures 26 and 28 showing
the effect of cubic carbide additions.
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1. Increasing amounts of cobalt lowert:the.yield

strength.

2.  Increasing amounts of cubic carbide additi.ont

increase  the yield strength, although the

effect of the individual cubic carbides on yield

strength is not clear. TaC may have more of a

strengthening effect but this is not certain.

3.  The yield strength of cemented carbides initially

decreases rapidly after a certain temperature

is.reached. Below that temperature no yield is

found, at least in the range up to 50 Kg/mm2.

4.  After the initial rapid drop, the yield strength

tends to level off to a constant value in the

vicinity of 1150 to 1200°C. Decreasing the amount

of cobalt in the material increases this tendency

to approach a constant value.

4.2.3  Postmortem S.E.M. Investigation

Figures 35 through 38 show the microstructures

of four cemented carbide samples after plastic deformation.

The uniaxial compression direction is the horizontal direction

of the photomicrographs. Figures 39 through 42 show the

microstructures of four cemented carbide samples after

plastic deformation with the uniaxial compression direction

being normal to the plane of the photomicrographs.
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Figure 35. Microstructure of composition I after
plastic deformation, parallel to the
uniaxial compression direction, +E+.
Testing temperature, 1127°C (S.E.M.,
secondary electron image).

a.  1200X

b.  3000X

-
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Figure 36.  Microstructure of composition III after
plastic deformation, parallel to the
uniaxial compression direction, +F+.
Testing temperature, 1158°C (S.E.M.,
secondary electron image).

a.  1200X

b.  3000X
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Figure 37.  Microstructure of composition VI after
plastic deformation, parallel to the
uniaxial compression direction, +F+.
Testing temperature, 1200°C.

a.  1200X

b.  3000X

.
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Figure 38. Microstructure of composition VII after
plastic deformation parallel to the uniaxial
compression direction, +F+. Testing tempera-
ture, 1175°C (S.E.M., secondary electron
image).

a.  1200X

b.  3000X
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.

Figure 39. Microstructure of composition I after
plastic deformation, normal to the
uniaxial compression direction. Testing
temperature, 1126°C (S.E.M., secondary
electron image).

a.  1200X

b.  3000X
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Figure 40. Microstructure of composition III afterplastic deformation, normal to the
uniaxial compression direction. Testing
temperature, 1175°C (S.E.M., secondary
electron image).

a.  1200X

b.  3000X
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Figure 41. Microstructure of composition VI after
plastic deformation, normal to the
uniaxial compression direction.
Testing temperature, 1200°C (S.E.M.,
secondary electron image).

a.  1200X

b.  3000X
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Figure 42. Microstructure of composition VII after
plastic deformation, normal to the
uniaxial compression direction. Testing
temperature, 1175°C. (S.E.M., secondary
electron images)

a.  1200X

b.  3000X
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After plastic deformation the straight WC-Co

alloy shows a reduction in porosity. The sizes of the

pores and binder pools are also reduced, see Figures 14,

35, and 39.

Composition III, WC-Co with 20.0 wt.% TaC,

shows a slight decrease in,potosity in the plane parallel

to the direction of uniaxial compression.

The remaining photomicrographs, both parallel

and normal to the axis of uniaxial compression, show micro-

structures which are essentially unchanged from the

microstructures before plastic deformation.
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VI. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The term yield point may not be entirely appropriate

in discussing the high temperature uniaxial compression

behavior of cemented carbides. Historically, this term

denotes the stress at which plastic deformation begins

in a material subjected to a mechanical test which applies

an increasing load to the material. After this stress,

plastic deformation usually continues with increasing

applied load.  As pointed out in section 4.2.1, after a

certain time during which the cemented carbide alloys

showed deviation from linearity in the time-force curves,

linearity returned. This may indicate that plastic deforma-

tion ceased. Therefore, a more appropriate term for the

stress at which non-linearity began may be "onset of

temporary plastic flow."

The return to linearity, with the second linear

portion of the curve being approximately parallel to the

first, indicates a possible mechanism of deformation of

cemented carbides in uniaxial compression. The thin binder

phase layers may plastically deform and allow the carbide

grains to rearrange by grain boundary sliding to an optimum

position to resist further plastic deformation. Inter-

locking of the irregularly shaped grain surfaces may also

be a contributing factor to the resistance to further
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plastic deformation. The time-force curve then returns to

linearity with a slope approximately equal to that observed

in the initial portion of the curve. The decrease in

porosity observed in the straight WC-Co material after

deformation also indicates that the WC grains have shifted.

The room temperature compression experiment of Contre, et al.,

previously sited, reported a similar decrease in porosity.

No increase in stiffness (i.e., a decrease in

the slope of the time-force curves) was observed in the

second linear portion of the time-force curves experiment-

ally obtained. This indicates that the binder phase was

not forced out of capillary layers between grains into

pores. If this had occurred, carbide-carbide grain contact
1

would have been present and the second linear portion of

the time-force curves would have been lower, showing a

higher stiffness.

In the temperature range used, 1050-1200°C, the

microhardness of WC is above 500 Kg/mm2, approximately

twenty-five percent of its room temperature value. This

is a very small reduction, as compared to the cubic carbides

whose microhardness drops by two orders of magnitude from

room temperature to 1200°C (see Figure 5).  Since the

measured values of "yield strength" were below 40 Kg/mm 2

-        and the estimated value of the WC phase, thirty percent

of the microhardness, is above 150 Kg/mm2, gross plastic
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deformation of the WC grains is not indicated.  Some plastic

deformation probably occurred a point contacts of angular

WC grains but the amount of this type of deformation con-

tributing to the observed macroscopic inelastic deformation

is uncertain. The majority of the plastic deformation is

probably in the binder phase, as has been shown by other

authors, which allows a certain degree of grain72,73,76

boundary sliding.

The compressive yield strength of pure cobalt at

the testing temperatures involved is very low, less than

2 82
1-2 Kg/m# . Therefore,.if the cobalt binder phase controls

the compressive yield behavior of the cemented carbide,

one might expect the effects observed in this investigation

to occur at much lower temperatures than those encountered.

However, it must be remembered that pure cobalt is not the

phase in question. The binder phase is a solid solution

hardened phase containing, depending on the conditions

involved, 1 to 8 wt.% WC in solid sblution. The binder

phase is also under a large residual tensile stress,

especially at room temperature, due to a thermal expansion

co-efficient mismatch with the WC phase. This stress is

so large that some authors believe that it retards the

crystallographic structure change in pure cobalt from the

high temperature face centered cubic structure to the

hexagonal close packed low temperature equilibrium struc-
58

ture. In pure cobalt the change occurs at about 450°C.
1
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These authors believe that the binder phase retains the high

temperature face centered cubic cobalt lattice at room

temperature.

A high strain hardening rate of the binder

phase has been reported in the literature. This effect71

may account for the return to linearity in the time-force

curves. It might also combine with a grain shift to produce

the second linear portions of the curves.

The strengthening effect of additions of rela-

tively large amounts of (W, Ti, Ta, Nb) C tp WC composites

may Ye explained as follows. Neither TiC, TaC, nor their

solid solutions with WC are wetted by cobalt as well as            - 
80

WC. These solid solutiond tend to form chains composed

of a large number of contiguous grains with no or very thin

binder layers between the grains. The chain structure is

much coarser than the structure of straight WC-Co alloys.

This type of structure was observed in compositions VI

and VII, Figures 19 and 20, and to a certain degree in

compositions III and V, Figures 15 and 17. Adding TiC

to the solid solution tends to increase the volume fraction

of the solid solution since the density of TiC is much less

than TaC or WC.

Since it has been shown that solid solutions

of single phase TiC and VC have much higher yield strengths

than their parent carbides, FigOre 18, it is likely that

solid solutions of WC, TiC and TaC also show appreciable
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gains in yield strength over the parent carbi€les.  If

plastic deformation at sharp corners of the WC grains

in the straight WC-Co material contributes to an appreciable

extent to observed inelastic response, this feature of the

solid solutions could explain the decrease of inelastic

response with the addition of cubic carbides. With increas-

ing additions of the higher yield strength solid solution,

the extent of consolidation of grains in the cemented

carbides from plastic deformation of sharp corners would be

reduced.

A second possibility is that these strong chain,

solid solution structures may mechanically restrict the

grain boundary flow of the WC grains. As WC grains begin

to flow through plastic deformation of the binder phase,

their motion may be impeded by contact with the solid solu-

tion grains.  Thus, the observed increase in strength by

the addition of cubic carbides is attained.

Composition VI, containing 4.7 Wt.% Co and 20.5

wt.% cubic carbides, shows extremely high strength up to

1200°C. Compositi,on VII, containing 8.0 wt.% Co and 16

wt.% cubic carbides, shows higher strength than the straight

WC-6.0 wt.% Co material up to 1150°C.  After this temperature

composition VII shows a rapid drop in "yield strength,"

Figure 20, while the straight alloy does not.  This may be

due to the fact that with 8.0 wt.% Co in the material, as
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opposed to 6.0 wt.% Co in the straight carbide, a larger

binder layer exists in the multi-carbide material. This

increased binder thickness may make short term grain

boundary sliding easier to initiate above 1150°C in this

material.

Compositions II and IV contain small, less-than

4.0 wt.%, cubic carbide additions. The solid solution phases

in these compositions exist as isolated particles, Figures

15 and 17. These two materials show higher strengths than

the straight WC-Co alloy. This is partly due to their

lower cobalt content. However, isolated solid solution

grains may decrease the number of WC grains available for

grain boundary sliding by mechanically blocking some WC

grains, decreasing the fraction of WC grains available for

movement.

Composition V, containing 6.6 wt.% Co and 8.34

Wt.% cubic carbides, has a discontinuous solid solution

microstructure, Figure 18, but a higher strength than the

straight WC-Co material, in spite of the fact that it

contains more cobalt. Here again the fraction of WC

grains available for grain boundary sliding may be decreased

by a mechanical blocking effect of the strong solid solu-

tion phase.

No data is available on the effect of temperature

on the yield strength of transition metal carbide solid

solution hardened cobalt. -Therefore, no definitive
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-           statement can be made about the shape of the "yield point"-

temperature curves of the ceAented carbide materials using

this model.

Plastic deformation was found to exist in all

cemented carbide alloys tested above 1100°C in the stress
2

range up to 50 Kg/mm , 70,000 psi. Since the machining

temperature may be as high as 1100°C and stresses as high

as 125,000 psi may exist in the cutting tool, "plastic

deformation," irreversible consolidation of grains, may

indeed play an important role in the wear of cemented carbide

metal cutting tools. However, because of the observed

return to elastic behavior after the irreversible deforma-

tion observed in this investigation,the exact role of

plastic deformation in tool wear is not clear. The increase

in "yield strength" with additions of cubic carbides to

WC-Co materials may be related to the better machining

performance of multi-carbide cutting tools as compared to

straight WC-Co cutting tools, especially in regard to

crater resistance.
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VI. SUMMARY

1.  Initiation of plastic deformation was found to

exist in cemented carbide, both straight WC-Co

and multi-carbide-Co, materials at 1050 to

1100°C when tested in uniaxial compression at

stresses of 22 to 32 Kg/mm2.

2,  Additions of cubic carbide solid solutions

increased the high temperature uniaxial com-

pressive strength of the WC-Co material.

3.  The uniaxial compressive "yield strength" of

cemented carbide materials decreased rapidly

initially with increasing temperature after

some critical temperature was reached.

4.  After an initial rapid decrease in uniaxial

compressive "yield strength," the "yield

strength" was usually found to approach a

constant value. This effect was more pro-

nounced in materials with lower cobalt

contents,

5.  After uniaxial compressive plastic deformation,

the porosity, both pore size and pore density,

decreased in straight WC-Co materials compressed

above 1050°C.
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6.  The amount of uniaxial compressive plastic

strain induced in a cemented carbide material

decreased with increasing additions of cubic

carbides.

7.  The temperature at which uniaxial compressive

plastic deformation· was initiated increased

with increasing amounts of cubic carbide{ addi-

tions and decreasing amounts of cobalt.

8.  After initial uniaxial plastic deformation at

high temperatures, cemented carbides were
4

shown to exhibit behavior which might be

identified with reinitiation of elastic behavior,

a second linear time-force, strain-stress,

response.

9.  Comparative studies of samples before and

after deformation indicated that the individual

grains slide and rotate slightly. Plastic

deformation of the grains occurred at most in

the angular projections which make mutual

contact.

10. A qualitative mechanical model to explain the

observed behavior was presented..
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VII. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK        -

1.  Mechancial tests, such as uniaxial compression

at different temperatures and strain rates or

creep tests, should be performed on solid solu-
.

tions of cobalt containing 0.0 to 10.0 wt.% WC.

These tests would provide valuable information

as to the role of the binder phase in the plastic

deformation of cemented carbides when compared

to cemen,ted carbide data.

2.  Uniaxial compression tests at different strain

rates and temperature and creep tests should be

performed on cemented carbide alloys composed

of systematic variations in the constituents.

By systematically studying the changes in mech-

anical properties with changdng the constituents,

the role of each constituent in the deformation

process might be better understood.

3.  Transmission electron microscopy investigations

of cemented carbides deformed at high tempera-

tures should be performed. By studying such

things as dislocation density changes and dis-

location motion a more scientific understanding

of deformation of cemented carbides might be

attained. An ion milling machine could be used
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to prepare such samples.  X-ray topography

studies might supplement this work.

4.  The diffusion kinetics of the cemented

carbide systems should be investigated to

better understand·the compositions of the

phases present at machining temperatures.

5.  Mechanical tests should be performed on

cemented carbide alloys that have been pre-

compressed at high temperatures. This pre-

compression might improve the mechanical

strength of the alloys.

6.  The hjgh temperature mechanical properties of

WC-cubic carbide solid solutions should be

investigated.
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